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FRIENDS
Joy’s Jots
With this newest publication, Spring 2019 is scratching at the door post! And what a winter
we’ve had - literally with snowfall and our out-of-country projects!
So much has happened that only a glimpse is in this newsletter. To discover more about our
2019 projects and get hints about our 2020 projects, you really need to join us for our AGM!
We are always looking for church groups, school groups, families or generally concerned people
who would like to participate or spread the word about our children in these homes around
the world. Our board member volunteers are ready, willing and able to make a presentation
to promote our work. The 2020 projects will be announced, as a rule, at the Annual General
Meeting on May 4 in Guelph. Details will be posted on our web-site.
So with another snowy winter soon behind us, I wish you all a great new spring
beginning and thank you for your continued and valued support of FOTOCAN.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Many thanks to those who accepted my challenge and inflated their sponsorship value since the last newsletter.
It’s not too late if this is something that you would still like to do. Contact Margaret in the office.
I recently attended the NPH General Assembly meeting in Honduras. FOTOCAN was one of the few
fund-raising offices to increase sponsorship funds from 2017 to 2018. Let’s see if we can do that again!
At the meeting we learned of
new initiatives of NPH to
serve the whole family. This
includes family centres, family
support to allow children to
return to their relatives, and
other outreach programs
designed to reduce the need
for on-site care at the NPH
homes. Work is still needed to
find out how these initiatives will be funded.
Maybe there will be opportunities for you to sponsor
a family centre or even a specific family in the future.
Amazingly, children supported in this way still consider
themselves to be NPH hermanos and hermanas, even if
they have never been inside the gates of one of the homes.
They are still a part of the NPH family.
Consider joining us for our annual meeting in Guelph
on May 4. Look for details!
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YouTube Star

Special Story

AT NPH DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

The
first thing that strikes people when they meet Miguel Polo, might be his dashing good looks. Or it could be his buttery deep
voice which reverberates off the walls of the visitor house at NPH Dominican where he works. He is definitely not one of the shy
ones and at 21 years old, he’s established himself as a confident, gentle giant in the home.

As a seasoned musician and teacher of music students, I was pleasantly shocked and thrilled that
this young man could yield this talent. After only two years of study, and one intensive month at
Berkeley College in the music faculty where he crammed a generous chunk of learning guitar,
theory and keyboard, he married his new-found skills with his pitch-perfect voice.
Miguel has been a Haitian-born pequeño living at NPH DR with a younger brother, since he
was seven years old. A concert he saw on TV featuring various Latin American singers raising
funds for a young girl with cancer, touched his heart and inspired him to think about pursuing
some music. At his grade 8 graduation, he had been asked to sing at the ceremony which
convinced him he had the support and confidence to try more.
As he honed his talent, he was invited to Italy to sing for an Italian fund-raising event for
NPH. There he sang with some notable Italian performers and garnered connections with
a famous Italian producer, who presented him with a high-end acoustic guitar. He stayed in
Italy for two months.
Miguel is a hermano mayor at the home and assists at the visitor house, cooking, cleaning and coordinating
to make the newcomers feel at home. He has a YouTube channel, where some of his work is published. His dream is to make it big
and help his brothers and sisters at NPH. Check out his YouTube channel - Miguel polo

NPH Peru Pequeño VISITS OWEN SOUND
In 2014 Georgian Shores United Church in Owen Sound participated in a FOTOCAN

project at NPH Peru. Church members were charmed by three brothers at the home and they
have corresponded regularly since then. When they learned that one of the brothers, Rafael,
was in Seattle on a sponsored leadership course this year, the church saw a unique opportunity
to share him “in 3-D” with the congregation. Rafa’s December visit was like getting a visit
from a celebrity! The children and adults alike were very intrigued and enjoyed spending time
with him during his quick four day tour! Rafa’s English studies were well-exercised during his
time here. He experienced his first ever snow and was immersed in Owen Sound’s Festival
of Northern Lights, complete with skating, sleigh ride, snowball fight, hockey game, bannock
bake and even a Rafa-shaped snow angel.
Some of Rafael’s other Ontario sponsors were also able to join him for a visit. Rafael was
pleased to participate in the Sunday service at Georgian Shores United, sharing his story with
the congregation and answering questions during children’s time.
Organizer Traci Blair concluded, “We are very thankful to FOTOCAN and to NPH for
introducing us to this incredible young man, and with helping facilitate his visit. We pray
our relationship with Rafa will continue, and we hope we helped create lasting memories
and a love for our ‘cold but loving’ country, Canada. He certainly will be treasured in the
hearts of everyone who met him!”
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12 Days in January BY MARGIE LOUGHEED

(team participant)

Editor’s Note: Although the situation in Haiti is dire, six people associated with FOTOCAN managed to get
a quick visit in January, before the civil unrest. This is one account of the time spent at the NPH home.

I
recently had the good fortune to tour Haiti, from the south shores of Jacmel and Port
Salut, through the frenetic city of Port au Prince and on to the beautiful mountainous
terrain of the Kenscoff home of Kay Saint Helen.

Our small group of six which always included our driver, who spoke impeccable Creole,
arrived at the home in time to celebrate with the 700+ students, teachers, leaders and
volunteers, a mass in the honour of the 32nd anniversary of NPFS. It was a lively and joyous occasion which included
singing, dancing and prayers and a time to reflect on the NPH/NPFS founder, Father Wasson, his life and his contributions.
While staying at a lodge near Furcy, our visit at St. Helen lasted two days. It was a mere 4 km walk away. It afforded me
the opportunity to witness the lives of those that live in this rugged yet inspiring country and to reflect on the growth and
evolution of St. Helen since the 2010 earthquake when at its peak I am told housed and provided for over 400 children.
Today that number is now less than 300 yet it has continued to open its doors to the wider community and in so doing is
providing educational opportunities to an additional 400+ children who might otherwise have little or no opportunity for an
education. One such student dressed in her crisp blue uniform, backpack on her back, beamed us a smile and waved as she
stepped off the road and set foot on a trail making her own way home.

WHAT IS A VOLUNTEER PROJECT?
A volunteer work project is a ten to fourteen day excursion to
a country where children and caregivers need help. Our team
members upon return often report how much this experience
“changed my life”. We offer all ages an opportunity to see first
hand how the children in developing countries grow and a
chance to work in cooperation with the staff and the children.

We have conducted volunteer projects in Bolivia, Dominican
Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru
and South Africa. Each year, around May, the decision is made as
to which of the projects will be offered within the coming twelve
months. Some projects are general while others are themed - farming,
sewing, music, high school students, corporation team building or construction.
We ask for a donation from a team of 20 participants of $54,000.00 for a two week
project. This includes flights and ground transportation as well as accommodation
and most meals. This donation receives a tax receipt. Participants can
join a team or create their own group. Our teams are comprised of
10 to 25 members and all Canadians are welcome.
Experienced team leaders and country coordinators oversee all
preparations and details before departure and during your time in
country. They are also available to offer a detailed explanation or
a presentation in your area, if desired.
As for the types of projects/work we do, take a look at the pictures!
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Our “Mexico Uber” takes
us for a tour of the extensive farm where corn
and fruit trees are currently thriving.

From February 5th until the 15th, six
ladies from Canada were privileged
to journey to NPH Mexico to scout
current and future projects for this
home, recently devastated by an
earthquake in September 2017.
Pictured above are Tena Deway, Freda Leenders, Joanne Forestall, Joy King, Ruth Vibe and Ginger
Brunsdon, creating dual country flags with the children of the kindergarten class at the home.

Ginger assists in the unloading and planting of one
of the 23 banana trees purchased by FOTOCAN for
planting on the farm.

Joanne, Ginger and
Tena participate in
the dance class at the
home with the senior
dance team members
and their former
pequeño dance teacher.

This makeshift kitchen area
was preparing 3 meals per day
for 400 children. The older (and
much bigger) kitchen, damaged
in the earthquake was thankfully
reopened during our stay.

The ladies enjoy a fabulous lunch in
Miacatlan with Chef Hector (in centre) a
former Mexican pequeño, who manages
several restaurants in the area. Hector
studied culinary skills in post secondary
and often gives back to the home. He
leaves soon for Asia to work with other
chefs for one year.

Our hosts were wonderful in every way and
we are hoping to have our team double for
next year, when we continue to serve the
children of Mexico in more ways. There
are MANY more pictures to see and there
will be a full report accompanying those
pictures at our annual AGM in May!

